tronesian (AN) languages except Puyuma, Rukai, and Tsou, each of these three representing a primary AN branch (figure 1). In this theory, the neutral set of UV markers found in Puyuma-UVP *-aw, UVL *-ay, and UVC *-anay-occurred in the same functions in PAN. Ross calls them "first-generation" affixes. The set consisting of *-en, *-an, *Si-, and *<in> also existed in PAN but, according to him, only as patient, location, conveyance, and perfective nominalizers, respectively: he claims that they acquired voice-marking functions only in Proto-Nuclear Austronesian, displacing the first-generation affixes in all but their irrealis functions. He calls them "second-generation" affixes.
Ross gives two reasons for thinking that the state of affairs represented by Teng's Puyuma must be original. First, if it were not, "we would expect Puyuma to preserve some reflex of the alleged intervening PAN stage, but it doesn't." This means that if Puyuma was descended from a language where *-en, *-an, *Si-, and *<in> had served as UV markers and not just as nominalizers, Puyuma should show traces of that usage. And second, one would have to assume that "PAN (first-generation) undergoer-voice optative/hortative forms have extended their function in Puyuma to include the realis, displacing the PAN second-generation forms-a step which seems quite implausible" (Ross 2009:294 ).
Ross's reason for thinking that Rukai and Tsou are primary branches of AN is that, like Puyuma, their verbal morphology does not make use of the undergoer-voice markers *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-), or of the perfective marker *<in>. However, alternative explanations for the absence of these affixes are available. In Tsou, auxiliary verbs expressing focus and aspect have become obligatory. Virtually every sentence has them: the lexical verbs in each sentence are the auxiliaries' dependents. Their voice markers UVP -a, UVL -i, and UVC -(n)eni probably belong to early Tsou dependent, rather than independent, verb morphology. Independent verb morphology, including the neutral UV markers, has disappeared outside of the auxiliaries. Even the auxiliaries do not take overt UV markers: an auxiliary verb belongs to undergoer voice by default, and to actor voice when it carries the AV prefix m-. As to the perfective marker *<in>, it has been made redundant by the fact that the auxiliaries have taken over the function of indicating aspect.
For Rukai, Zeitoun and Teng (2009) demonstrate that passive constructions using verbs with ki-have taken over the functions of the old undergoer-voice constructions: competition from, and later replacement by, ki-passives provides sufficient explanation for the disappearance of verb forms marked by *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-). The reasons for the disappearance of *<in> as perfective marker may be independent. Mantauran Rukai marks perfective aspect by a suffix -nga (Zeitoun 2007:157 Before examining whether Puyuma conforms to Ross's account, a couple of preliminary observations are in order. First, Ross's phylogeny is based on his understanding of only one innovation-admittedly a complex reanalysis event that affected several nominalizers simultaneously, but nonetheless one whose components are not independent, and which cannot have occurred more than once, among one group of speakers. Second, Ross's tree cannot accommodate the nodes that are needed to express Tsuchida's Tsouic innovations *ramuCu 'hand' and *cani 'one' (Tsuchida 1976) , 3 or the innovations proposed in Sagart (2004) for the numerals *pitu 'seven', *walu 'eight', and *Siwa 'nine'. Nor can it accommodate nodes for morphological innovations like the elimination of *-en in UVP perfective verb forms, or the extension to verb roots of *ki-prefixation (both innovations are discussed in Sagart 2009), or, as we shall see below, for verbs of the shape *paR-NUMERAL-en. Even more problematic are facts coming from Puyuma itself: I will show in section 2 that *<in> is still alive as a perfective aspect marker on verbs in another sociolect of Nanwang Puyuma, and that certain Puyuma verbs contain fossilized traces of the UVP marker *-en. In section 3, I will outline a hypothetical scenario for the replacement of *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-) as independent UV markers by a series of markers that had until then served for future or irrealis: *-aw, *-ay, and *-anay.
THE FATE OF THE OLD UV MARKERS IN PUYUMA
2.1 THE SURVIVAL OF *<in>. Since Wolff (1973) , it has been assumed that *<in> was a PAN perfective marker that could cooccur on verbs simultaneously with the markers of all four voice categories, as well as derive nouns from verbs. Ross (2009) restricts PAN *<in> to the derivation of nominals, and perhaps of verbs in actor voice. The basis for Ross's claim about *<in> can be found in Teng (2008:130) . She states that Puyuma words with <in> are nominals because they "cannot take a nominative pronoun enclitic like verbs do." Thus she takes a sentence like ku=tr<in>ima na tilril ('this is the book I bought') to be a cleft sentence with two noun phrases: ku=tr<in>ima 'my buying', and na tilril 'the book'-literally, 'this book is my buying'.
An anthropologist by training, Josiane Cauquelin has worked on the same Nanwang dialect of Puyuma since the late seventies. She has these observations about the division of the village into two main social networks and the sociolects corresponding to these networks:
Christianisation of the Nanwang Puyuma village began soon after World War II. All ethnic Puyuma villages have a Catholic and a Protestant Church.... What strikes one on arrival in Nanwang is the division of the village between the two churches, which has followed the original dual structure of the village [my italics].... It is not possible to speak of rivalry between the two parishes but rather between these and the shamans.... Minor differences in language usage occasionally distinguish Protestants and Catholics. At one point I questioned elderly Puyuma about the archaic, compound personal pronoun kunu-'I (do to) you,' as in ku-nu-beray-ay 'I give you'; the usual form in Nanwang Puyuma is ku-beray-ay kanu. Protestants and unconverted Puyuma asserted unhesitatingly that this compound pronoun does not exist in Nanwang Puyuma, though they acknowledged its occurrence in other Puyuma dialects. Catholics, on the other hand, unanimously maintained that it exists in Nanwang Puyuma. (Cauquelin forthcoming) Compound proclitics are certainly ancient in Puyuma, since Tsuchida (1980:200) finds them in Tamalakaw Puyuma, as Cauquelin has pointed out to me (pers. comm., November 2009). Teng's grammar only allows noncompound proclitic pronouns. Her principal informants are Protestants, although she has been careful to collect texts from Catholics and unconverted persons as well, and her grammar is based in part on generalizations extracted from those texts. Her interactions with informants were conducted in Chinese or through an interpreter. In contrast, Cauquelin's informants were non-Protestants, and her interactions with Puyuma-speakers were conducted in Puyuma, which gives her access to a more conversational and interactional speech level than do recorded texts or stories. The difference between Teng and Cauquelin concerning compound proclitics is probably due to a combination of sociolectal factors and factors relating to speech level. The possibility for words marked with <in> to take a nominative pronoun enclitic appears to be another difference between the materials collected by Teng and Cauquelin: Cauquelin has collected sentences from her informants where verbs with nominative pronoun enclitics are marked for perfective by <in> (pers. comm., October 2009 In Sagart (2009) I argued that, in PAN, UVP perfective verb forms showed free variation between *<in>V-en and *<in>V. I showed that, no later than Proto-Walu-Siwaish, the simpler variant won out and *<in>V-en was eliminated. According to my phylogeny (figure 2), Puyuma, a Walu-Siwaish language, should have undergone loss of *-en in perfective UVP verb forms. As table 1 shows, the UVP perfective form of the verb in Puyuma, <in>V, is what my phylogeny leads me to expect. The other Puluqish languages (Paiwan, Amis, Proto-Malayo-Polynesian) also show *<in>V for UVP perfective, confirming that UVP perfective was *<in>V in Proto-Puluqish.
TRACES OF *-en.
The clearest traces of the UVP marker *-en in Nanwang Puyuma are found in a set of verbs of the shape *paR-NUMERAL-en, meaning 'do N times'. An example is parpuan 'do twice' (Cauquelin 1991) , which reflects *paR-puSa-en. Its stem is *puSa, the bound morpheme for 'two', also found (often in collocation with suffixed *-N 'times') in PAN *ma-puSa-N 'twenty', and in other forms like Thao pushaz 'two, in certain collocations' (Blust 2003) , Siraya -pohal 'double' (Adelaar, unpublished materials), Seediq mɯtɯpɯssal 'twice' (Asai 1953:53) , and Mantauran Rukai po'a 'two, in circumfixes' (Zeitoun 2007:255) . 5 The observation that *puSa must have been the bound counterpart of *duSa 'two' in PAN belongs to Zeitoun (2009) . Parpuan is prefixed with par-, a verbalizer of nouns: compare par-bua 'to create' (bua 'fruit'), par-isiq 'be incontinent' (isiq 'urine'), par-baqaw 'have an erection' (baqaw 'life'). Puyuma -n reflects PAN *-n unambiguously, so that parpuan cannot be from *paR-puSa-N. 6 It cannot be from *paR-puSa-an either; that would give *parpuayan in Nanwang, with -y-insertion. Josiane Cauquelin (pers. comm., July 29-August 2, 2009) gives these examples:
(7) Ku=parpuan-ay ma-reŋay.
1SG.GEN=do.twice-UVL AV-speak 'I speak twice.' 5. "The distinction between -dho'a and -po'a 'two' lies in the type of affixes they take: -dho'a is only preceded by prefixes, while -po'a co-occurs with circumfixes...." 6. Nanwang Puyuma (Cauquelin) has an example of the *-N suffix meaning 'times' discussed above, in pariasal 'do one time' < *paR-i-asa-N. Puyuma verbs meaning 'do N times' are constructed with -n (< PAN *-en) when the number is two or more. The verb for 'do once' varies between -n and -N across dialects. The -n forms are probably the result of leveling.
(8) P<en>arpuan=ku s<em>enay.
<AV>do.twice=1SG.NOM <AV>-sing 'I sing twice.'
Although it contains a fossilized voice suffix, synchronically parpuan is an unanalyzable verb root that can occur as a head verb in (at least) AV and UVL once it is made to carry the requisite markers. 7 The old UVP marker *-en has become part of the root. Nanwang Puyuma also has parteLun 'do three times' (Cauquelin 1991 :40 and pers. comm., August 2, 2009), reflecting *paR-telu-en. As with parpuan, in parteLun, *-en has become part of the root. Here is an example in UVC (Cauquelin, pers. comm While Nanwang Puyuma has only parpuan and parteLun, more extensive paradigms of these verbs can be found in other Puyuma dialects: Katipul (Zeng 1997:154) has parasa-n 'do once', par-puwa-n 'do twice', par-tulu-n 'do three times', par-pat-en 'do four times', par-nem-en 'do six times', par-pitu-n 'do seven times', par-walu-n 'do eight times'. Tamalakaw (Tsuchida 1980:287-88) has paR-asan 'do once', paR-puwan 'do twice', paR-terun 'do three times', paR-epat-en 'do four times', paR-nem-en 'do six times', paRwaru-n 'do eight times'. In Teng's data, only partelrun (in her notation) apparently occurs. Commenting on an example involving partelrun she wrote: 'it is not clear why in this case telru becomes telrun' (Teng 2008:75, fn. 17) .
Evidently, the Puyuma facts by themselves are not sufficient to show that the -(e)n endings in these verbs reflect the old UVP marker *-en. What demonstrate the UVP origin of these endings are facts from Philippine languages. The Puyuma verbs just cited have cognates in Cebuano, Samar-Leyte, Tagalog, and other Philippine languages: Tagalog pag-isah-in 'combine into one', Bikol pag-apa't-on 'divide into four; send four at a time', pag-ano'm-on 'divide into six; send six at a time; go six by six', pag-walo'-on 'divide into eight; send eight at a time'. Based on the agreement between Tamalakaw Puyuma and Philippine languages, Blust (n.d.) reconstructed PAN forms with an *-en suffix for each of them. Semantic shift from 'do X times' to 'divide/combine into X' is straightforward ('do X times' = 'divide action into X segments'). Crucially, these Philippine verbs are synchronically UVP forms where Tagalog -in and Bikol -on are the expected outcomes of the UVP marker, PAN *-en. Constructions involving them are normal UVP construction with a definite patient subject and a genitive agent, as in the following Tagalog example (English 1986:398): (10) Pag-dalawah-ín=mo ng grúpo ang mangá báta? VBLZR-two-UVP=2SG.GEN OBL groups NOM PL child '(You) divide the children into two groups.' It would be difficult to argue that these verb forms are really nominalizations, whether they are in Puyuma or in Philippine languages. It is clear, therefore, that the common 7. Cauquelin (pers. comm., July 29 and August 1, 2009) indicates that her informant rejects UVP *parpuan-aw.
ancestor of Puyuma, Tagalog, Bikol, and so on had these verbs in UVP form. There can be no doubt that Puyuma forms like parpuan contain a fossilized UVP suffix *-en. Less conspicuous traces of PAN *-en as a voice marker are found incorporated as fossils in the final -VC of certain isolated Puyuma verb roots, where they are without any synchronic morphological function. Here is an example, first presented in my 2009 paper. Several languages of the northern Philippines-Isneg, Agta, Casiguran Dumagat, 8 and so on-have a verb reflecting *(q)unik 'to climb'. Nanwang Puyuma (Cauquelin 1991) has (q)unkun 'to jump over, to climb', 9 a verb eligible for agent and nonagent voice marking: m-unkun (AV), unkun-ay (UVP), unkun-aw (UVL).
10 Two examples from Cauquelin's dictionary follow:
(11) Ku=unkun-aw na guŋ. Under the phylogeny in figure 2, Philippine languages are within Puluqish, like Puyuma. Although they are not spoken in Taiwan, phylogenetically they are as closely related to Puyuma as are Amis and Paiwan, and more closely related to Puyuma than are Rukai, Tsou, Bunun, or Kavalan. Puyuma unkun can derive from *qunik-en, the UVP form of a hypothetical Proto-Puluqish *qunik 'to climb '. 11 In section 3, I will suggest that after Puyuma had individualized out of Proto-Puluqish, the inherited neutral Undergoer Voice markers *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-) were eliminated. When this happened, certain UVP verbs with *-en were reanalyzed so that *-en became part of the root: thus *qunik-en became *quniken, a trisyllabic verb root compatible with all voice constructions and affixes. The presumably unstressed second syllable of *quniken underwent vowel syncope to *qunken, and eventually to (q)unkun, the modern form (schwas in Puyuma tend to be reflected as u if there is an /u/ earlier in the word).
8. Isneg ʔ<um>uneʔ, Casiguran Dumagat ʔunek 'climb up a tree', Agta ʔ<im>unek (Reid 1971) .
The last vowels in those forms reflect *i (Lawrence Reid, pers. comm., June 2009). 9. Listed by Cauquelin under unkun. 10. Nanwang, the dialect of Puyuma investigated by Cauquelin, preserves *q word-internally: *qhas been preserved in mu-qunkun thanks to the mu-prefix. 11. This form may have been more complex, perhaps *qunahik, to take into account Tagalog panhik 'climb' and Dempwolff's *naʿik 'go up, climb' (based on Toba Batak, Malay, Javanese, and Ngaju Dayak). Puyuma, Casiguran Dumagat, Isneg, Toba Batak, Malay, Javanese, and Ngaju Dayak all reflect PAN *h as zero, while Tagalog reflects it as /h/: a Proto-Puluqish *qunahik would produce the right outcomes for this consonant. Explanations would have to be found for loss of *qu-and *-a-in some languages.
Another likely example of fossilized *-en is Leden 'dive, sink'. This can be compared to Blust's Western Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) *qeled 'sink' (Blust n.d.) , reconstructed on the basis of Philippine forms like Isneg allad 'sink', Dumagat eled 'sink', Maranao led 'drown', Tiruray eled 'sink', plus Old Javanese and Balinese words meaning 'to swallow'. Blust treats *qeled as containing a root */-led/ 'sink'. A hypothetical Proto-Puluqish *qeled 'sink' would be *qeled-en in UVP form; incorporation of *-en would yield a new verb root *qeleden; reduction to a disyllable, effected through loss of the first syllable rather than vowel syncope (perhaps because -Ld-, the expected Puyuma reflex of *-ld-, is not a possible cluster), would result in Puyuma LeDen 'to sink', the modern form.
I have not identified secure traces of the UVL and UVC markers *-an and *Si-(or *Sa-) in Puyuma. These would presumably consist of verbs roots having incorporated these affixes (whose reflexes should be -an, and i-or a-) as fossils. In the case of *-an, another voice marker-the UVC marker for negative and irrealis sentences (Tsuchida 1980 , Teng 2008 -is synchronically alive and has exactly the desired reflex: -an. The difficulty of distinguishing UVL and UVC markers purely from lexical entries, without reference to the sentences in which they once occurred, has made it impossible to reach a conclusion regarding the presence or absence of the UVL marker *-an at an earlier stage of Puyuma. A similar difficulty arises in UVC: Puyuma has several i-and a-prefixes that could potentially reflect *Si-or *Sa-. 12 What is certain is that a language ancestral to Puyuma had both UVP markers *-en (neutral) and *<in> (perfective): this is sufficient to falsify Ross's theory. 
WHAT HAPPENED TO PUYUMA?
What, then, is the explanation for the absence of *-en, *-an, *Si-(or *Sa-), and *<in> in Puyuma verbs? Why do we find instead a series of undergoer voice markers (UVP *-aw, UVL *-ay, UVC *-anay), which (at least for the first two of them) clearly denote the future or irrealis in other Formosan languages?
The only possible explanation is that one series of markers has displaced the other. The implausibility Ross speaks of comes from having a more marked set of independent verb forms (irrealis/future) replacing a less marked set (realis/neutral). Yet one admittedly hypothetical scenario leading to this very result does not look too improbable. It is commonplace for languages to replace simple verb forms with complex forms consisting of an auxiliary and the lexical verb as the auxiliary's dependent. In Taiwan, Tsou has followed that path, as we have seen. Tsou auxiliaries are obligatory and sentence-initial; pronouns for subject of AV (nominative agent) and agent of UV ("agentive" in Tsuchida 1976) attach to them as enclitics. The lexical verb follows, and any other pronouns occur as free forms after the verb. Should the auxiliaries become lost, the clitic pronouns would presumably reattach on their right as proclitics to the lexical verb. Unlike Tsou, Puyuma does not have obligatory auxiliaries, but it does have proclitic agent-of-UV pronouns (genitive, as in a majority of Formosan and Philippine languages, for reasons well explained by Starosta, Pawley, and Reid 1982) : this is an intriguing suggestion that Puyuma may have had obligatory auxiliary verbs, now lost, in UV sentences. If it did, the modern Puyuma neutral UV forms are the former dependent verbs in these constructions, and the UV markers they carry (*-aw, *-ay, and *-anay) do not continue the PAN independent-verb UV markers *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-). Those were eliminated when auxiliaries became obligatory in UV constructions. Rather, they are special undergoer voice markers for dependent verbs of the auxiliaries.
To understand why a future/irrealis series of UV markers may have been recruited to mark undergoer voice in dependent verbs, we would need to know out of what verbs the auxiliaries were grammaticalized. Unfortunately, the auxiliaries, if they existed, are lost, and we may never know the answer to that question. At any rate, promotion of the future/ irrealis voice marker series would have been facilitated thanks to an advantage they had over the neutral set: they were just UV markers, while those in the neutral set were both UV markers and nominalizers. By generalizing the future/irrealis set as dependent UV markers, and by reducing the old neutral set to its nominalizing function, it was possible to make the nature (nominal or verbal) of words containing verbal roots more transparent, thus facilitating the parsing of UV sentences. One notes that by eliminating the neutral *-en, *-an, and *Si-(or *Sa-) series from their verbal system, while retaining them as nominalizers, Tsou and Rukai have achieved the same result as Puyuma. This probably indicates that pressure to decouple voice marking and nominalization marking existed in Proto-Walu-Siwaish, the common ancestor of these three languages. Puyuma, Rukai, and Tsou are the three languages singled out by Ross to be primary AN branches in his phylogeny: under the present view, Puyuma, Rukai, and Tsou have independently implemented different solutions to the same functional problem.
